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Optical Flow for Large Motion
Using Gradient Technique
Md. Mosharrof Hossain Sarker 1 , Kamal Bechkoum 2 , K.K. Islam1
Abstract: In this paper, we present the gradient-based optical flow method that
estimates the two-dimensional velocity of object motion. a multi-resolution
smoothing operation proposes in this paper as a pre-processing step for
overcoming the difficulty of large motion estimation by gradient-based optical
flow techniques. the effectiveness of the proposed method has confirmed by
applying image sequence of large motion experimental results with an image
sequence show a qualitative improvement.
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1

Introduction

The analysis of image sequence is one of the most actively studied areas of
computer vision and image processing. Motion estimation is a key problem in
the analysis of image sequence. Usually, this is accomplished by determining the
motion by which an object moves from one frame to the next. The motion field
is the 2D vector field, which is perspective projection on the image plane of the
3D velocity field in the scene. From the information available from an image
sequence (e.g.; the spatial and temporal variation of the brightness pattern), it is
only possible to derive an estimate of the motion field, which is called optical
flow or image flow [1,2,3,4,6]. In recent research, much attention has been paid
to more precise estimation techniques of optical flow, which are computationally
expensive. Most of these techniques use more than two frames to estimate the
flow and cannot achieve real-time performance. Another disadvantage of the
published methods is that they are work well for small optical flow. However,
the computational efficiency and the property to estimate large displacement
accurately are important preconditions for optical flow techniques in large
motion, navigation and so forth.
Optical flow methods [1,9] have the advantages that they can estimate
velocity field with details local variations using two or three frames. However,
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they behave poorly in the estimation of large motion due to Taylor's
approximation of the gradient constraint equation that is validity only in the
small vicinity of motion. For a better understanding of the dependencies between
image, flow vectors, flow regions are shown in Fig. 1.
image
flow vectors,
which from
flow fields

flow regions
with constant
optical flow
Fig. 1 – Relationship between image, flow regions, flow vectors and field.

Definition 1:
“Large Motion in image sequences involves the subtraction of successive
frames, and/or it affects to enlarge the flow region size where the presentation of
pixels can be changed ”.
Logical aspects on behalf of large motion can be presented as : estimating
large camera motions for omni-directional vision including combinations of
large displacements, estimating the large displacement on the prediction of
global flow field parameters and so forth [4,5,8].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Firstly, we give a brief
introduction of motion estimation of objects. Secondly, we discuss the treatment
of large motion estimation, multi-resolution smoothing operation technique and
the error estimation due to motion of the object. Thirdly, we analyze the
proposed method by using some image sequences and we show some
experimental results. Finally, we conclude the paper.

2

Related Works

A number of researchers [4-9] have referred to large motion. There are
several research projects in the field of motion of object in image sequences.
In this paper, we present a gradient-based technique that performs the
motion estimation of an object with large motion in the image sequence, usually
human motion in monocular image sequences. We introduce a pre-processing
multi-resolution smoothing operation in which image velocity is reduced due to
a decrease in image area and improve the overall flow estimation. We estimate
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the error for evaluating the results of original image sequence and smoothed
sequence.

3

Large Object-Motion Estimation

In this section, we briefly discuss the spatio-temporal derivative technique
for motion estimation and drawback of gradient-based technique.
r
Consider p ( x , t ) is the usual, continuous, space time brightness function of
r
a point x ( x, y ) in the image plane at time t . If the brightness remains practically
r
r
constant along a motion trajectory, we have: dp ( x , t ) / dt = 0 , where x varies by
t according to motion trajectory. This is the total derivative expression and
denotes the rate of change of intensity along the motion trajectory. Based on
constant brightness assumption, the brightness of the object point in the images
r
r r
sampled at times t and t + δt is the same. That means, p ( x , t ) = p ( x + δx , t + δt ) .
Expanding by Taylor's series and omitting higher order terms, we have the
following gradient constraint equation or Optical Flow Constraint (OFC)
equation [2, 3]:
r
r
r
∂p ( x , t ) r
∂p ( x , t )
∂p ( x , t ) r
r
(1)
vx ( x , t ) +
vy ( x, t ) +
vz ( x , t ) = 0 ,
∂x
∂y
∂z
r
r
where vx ( x , t ) = dx / dt and v y ( x , t ) = dy / dt denotes the component of image

velocity vector in term of the continuous image coordinates, and the partial
spatial derivatives of the image brightness are the components of the spatial
gradient ∇p . Equation (1) can be written as the image brightness constancy
equation:
r
(∇p)T v + pt = 0 ,
(2)
where pt denotes partial differentiation with respect to time. Equation (2) provides one linear equation for two unknown components of velocity vector; hence,
r
further constraints are necessary to solve the value v . Global or local optimization techniques can be used to overcome this problem. In global optimization
[2], the velocity field is determined by using an error function based on the
gradient constraint and a global smoothing term. On the other hand, least square
solution of the gradient constraint equation uses the local optimization [3,5,7]
without assigning any smoothness
The simplest constraint is to assume that the motion is the same on a small
spatial neighborhood: the optical flow can estimate within local region as vector,
r
v minimizes the parameter Ψ defines as follows:
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Ψ=

∫∫ ( (∇p)

r
( x ,t )∈Γ

T

2 r
r
v + pt ) dxdt ,

(3)

where, Γ is the local region or neighborhood of the observation point. The velocity is estimated by minimizing the parameter Ψ . Differentiating with respect to
vx and v y , and then setting it to zero, we have the following set of equations:
vx pxx + v y pxy + ptx = 0 ,

(4)

vx pxy + v y p yy + pty = 0 ,

(5)

where pij is given by

pij =

∫∫

r
( i , j:x ,t )

r
r
r
pi ( x , t ) p j ( x , t )dxdt ,

r
From the equation (4) and (5), the component of image velocity vx ( x , t ) and
r
r
v y ( x , t ) at any position ( x , y ) in Γ is determined. The velocity obtained using

above equations is:
p p − pxt p yy
r
,
vx ( x , t ) = yt xy
pxx p yy − pxy2

(6)

p p − p yt pxx
r
.
v y ( x , t ) = xt xy
pxx p yy − p xy2

7)

r
The magnitude and phase angle correspond in Γ is V ( x , t ) = vx2 + v y2 and
φ = arctan

vy
vx

.

In the above motion estimation, the OFC equation derives by taking the
r
Taylor expansion of the image constancy equation dp ( x , t ) / dt = 0 up to first
order terms. The higher-order terms neglect under the assumption that the time
step between consecutive frames is arbitrary small, which is most often violated
in practice. In reality, time step is usually fixed. Therefore, the lack of higher
order terms becomes main sources of error in the data constraint. The reliability
of the image from constraint equation depends on the magnitude of the higher
r
order derivatives of the image brightness function, p ( x , t ) . If the image brightness function in the neighborhood of a point is well approximated by a linear
function, i.e. its higher order derivatives are small, then the flow constraint is
said to be very reliable at this point. On the contrary, the image flow constraint is
very unreliable at the locations with significant higher-order derivatives, which
is mainly in the neighborhood of brightness discontinuities.
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4

Description of the System

There are several possibilities to estimate large motions of single flow
region with sufficient accuracy. The possible ways are as follows: (i) Increasing
the size of flow regions, (ii) Predicting the global flow field parameters, (iii)
Computing the flow at multiple resolutions.

4.1 Increasing Flow Region Size
By increasing the size of flow regions, large motion can estimate.
Unfortunately, the region cannot be enlarged too much, because in gradientbased motion estimation, we assume that optical flow is constant for a small
region or very small areas.

4.2 Prediction of Global Flow Field Parameters
For a given flow field it is possible to estimate parameters describing the
movement of the camera (ego-motion). It allows the motion estimation by
predicting of next quadruple of parameters [5].

4.3 Multi-resolution Smoothing
The optical flow can estimate at different levels of an image hierarchy,
starting at top level. For each level of hierarchy, image rows and columns are
down sampled by a factor of two and the measurable motions double.
The multi-resolution smoothing operation with a window size w = m × n is
shown in Fig. 2 in which the image area and the velocity are reduced by the
factors of m2 and m respectively. Due to reduced image area, the motion
reduces in smoothing image. Therefore, we get smoothing estimated motion.

Fig. 2 – Multi-resolution smoothing operation with a
window size of w = 2pixels×2pixels

Therefore, the multi resolution smoothing operation has some advantages
stated below: (i) Noise reduces due to averaging filter effect, (ii) Image area
reduces as well as motion doubles, so, computation complexity decreases, (iii)
Large motion reduces due to multi-resolution smoothing, therefore large motion
estimation is possible by smoothing.
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4.4 Error Estimation
It is mentioned that in the neighborhood, the number of gradient constraint
equations is larger than the unknown variables. Therefore, an over determined
system of equations is formed in the neighborhood. If an over determined system
of equations is used to estimate motion, the measurement error in the gradients
and in compatibilities among the constraint equations due to differential motion
will be reflected in the residual of the solution [3, 8]. The residual vector r can
be estimated by:
r
r = (∇p)T v + pt .
(8)
Now, in order to estimate the error (ε) at each pixel, we have normalized
the residual by the spatial gradient of brightness at each pixel. The error
specifies the degree at which each pixel satisfies the image brightness constancy
equation and it is given by the following equation:
r
(∇p )T v + pt
ε=
.
(9)
(∇p )T
When the constraint equation is completely satisfied over a local region,
then ε becomes zero. The error will be increases if ε increase.

4.5 Computer environment
We use WINDOWS environment in the computer system for experimental
implementation of the human motion detection where AVS / EXPRESS and
MATLAB are used for this work.

5

Experiments and Discussions

To estimate the large motion of object, first
operation over the image sequences is used.
optimization method is applied as discussed in
Γ = 4pixels × 4pixels × 2frames . The gradients, p x ,

multi-resolution smoothing
The gradient-based local
the previous section with
p y , and pt are determined

considering a 2 × 2 × 2 frames spatio-temporal neighbourhood as depicts by [2,9].
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Fig. 3 – Original image frames and smoothed image frame in the hall monitor sequence.

We have applied our algorithm to “hall monitor” image sequences and
“mob” image sequences with fast walking. These image sequences contain the
moving objects as humans with large motion and complex background shown in
Figure 3 and figure 4. The hall monitor image sequence size is 352pixels × 240
pixels with 300 frames, and the mob image sequence size is 480pixels × 640
pixels with 60 frames. In the pre-processing steps of multi-resolution smoothing,
the pixels within the window averages. The reduced image frame of the first
sequence is shown along with Fig. 3 in the right side.

Fig. 4 – Original image frame and smoothed image frame in the “mob sequence” of
fast walking [top] original image, motion image, and error image,
[bottom] smoothed image, motion image and error image.

Fig. 5 – Error images of the original and smoothed
image frame 34 and 4 of the image sequence.
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Fig. 4 shows the second frame of mob sequence image with fast walking.
The top three images show the original image, motion image and error image
respectively. In the same fashion, the bottom three images are smoothed image,
corresponding motion image and error image after multi-resolution and applying
optical flow. The motion and as well as error is calculated by using 2 pixels × 2
pixels in consecutive 2 frames without any overlapping in spatial dimension of
the image.

Fig. 6 – Motion in a typical position of the original an
smoothed image sequence of hall monitor sequence.

Fig. 7 – Estimated error in the image sequence before and after smoothing operation.
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Fig. 8 – Normalized motion of each frame in the hall monitor
image sequence [50 frames are shown].

Fig. 9 – Normalized error of each frame in the hall monitor image sequence.

From Fig. 4, it is clear that the error decreases due to multi resolution
smoothing. Fig. 5 shows the error image caused by motion in 34 and 45 frames
of “hall monitor” sequence. We estimated the optical flow on the intensity and
calculated the error in each pixel. We have shown the motion as well as the error
in a typical position of the image sequence over several frames in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7. In figures “original” and “smooth” represent the data for original image
sequence and sequence after multi-resolution smoothing treatment respectively.
From figures, it is found that estimation of velocity improves after multi
resolution smoothing operation. The error is reduced and the problem of
gradient-based method is hence improved.
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Fig. 10 – Average motion of each frame in the “mob”
image sequence [40 frames are shown].

Fig. 11 – Average error of each frame in the mob image sequence of fast walking.

Fig. 8 and 9 show the normalized motion and normalized error over several
image frames in the hall monitor sequence. We have shown a limited number of
frames in the figures. The error over the whole image sequence is reduced in the
smoothed sequence of the image. In the same way, the velocity as well as the
error in the fast walking of the mob sequence is shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The
velocity reduces in Fig. 10 is due to reduced size of image area for the smooth
image which overcomes the difficulty of large motion estimation in gradientbased technique. The error reduces significantly with the smoothing operation.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we have shown that gradient-based optical flow estimates can
be improved by including the multi-resolution smoothing operation pre112
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processing technique. This gradient technique overcomes the difficulty of
estimation large motion. The error estimation evaluates the performance of the
technique and show the improvement. The algorithm is easy, noise is reduced,
and the overall computational cost is inexpensive.
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